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Abstract: Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) enabled e-healthcare has the potential to greately improve conventional healthcare services signiﬁcantly. However,
security and privacy become major issues of IoMT because of the restricted processing abilities, storage, and energy constraints of the sensors. Therefore, it leads
to infeasibility of developing traditional cryptographic solutions to the IoMT sensors. In order to ensure security on sensitive medical data, effective encryption
and authentication techniques need to be designed to assure security of the
patients and healthcare service providers. In this view, this study designs an effective metaheuristic optimization based encryption with user authentication
(EMOE-UA) technique for IoMT environment. This work proposes an EMOEUA technique aims to accomplish mutual authentication for addressing the security issues and reducing the computational complexity. Moreover, the EMOE-UA
technique employs optimal multikey homomorphic encryption (OMKHE) technique to encrypt the IoMT data. Furthermore, the improved social spider optimization algorithm (ISSOA) was employed for the optimal multikey generation of the
MKHE technique. The experimental result analysis of the EMOE-UA technique
takes place using benchmark data and the results are examined under various
aspects. The simulation results reported the considerably better performance of
the EMOE-UA technique over the existing techniques.
Keywords: User authentication; security; privacy; internet of medical things;
homomorphic encryption; optimal key generation

1 Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a data transmission network that hosts a rising amount of objects and
devices could exchange, collect, sense, and connect information amongst wide-ranging applications. The
IoT method has been widely employed for improving the quality of life [1]. This domain includes
industrial systems, transportation, marketing, healthcare application, smart homes, smart agriculture, smart
education, and smart cities [2]. The research focused on the Internet of Health Things (IoHT), called as
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Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) that is main application which affects human life and unaddressed
security vulnerability might result in dangerous situations [3,4]. The IoMT improves the healthcare ﬁeld
and provides health care by permitting on-demand connection with hospitals and doctors, easing
accessibility, and enhancing efﬁciency. Additionally, the IoMT decreases the time consumed in physical
meet with physicians [5]. In the IoMT, patient needs some devices to be connected with hospitals,
families, and physicians at the time of healthy quarantine including what has happened with the
COVID19 pandemic that appears at the end of 2019 or any other pandemic crisis. This situation has
forced researchers and scientists for increasing the effort using IoMT system. But, the wide-ranging
deployment of IoMT system has made new security problems that extend the 3 layers of this system. The
most signiﬁcant security problems include device identity management module and the IoT device
authentication that appears in the IoT perception layer [6,7].
The edge inherits cloud security attributes and challenges to new threats and vulnerabilities (for
example, access control, secured data computation, privacy protection, secured data storage, and
authentication [8]). The researchers concentrated on how to maintain the integrity of information
transmitted by IoMT devices to the cloud using edge computing and simultaneously allowing the edge
and the cloud devices to validate the origin and the integrity of the information [9]. Authentication is
determined as the capacity to show you are who you say you are. With respect to data exchange in a
transmission system, there is authentication when the transmitter of information could be unequivocally
recognized by the receiver. Consecutively, there is integrity if it could be revealed that a message or data
hasn't been deleted, created, or modiﬁed by unauthorized systems or users [10].
The purpose of this work is to develop an efﬁcient metaheuristic optimization-based encryption with
user authentication (EMOE-UA) technique for the Internet of Things (IoT). The EMOE-UA technique
suggested here seeks to achieve mutual authentication in order to meet security concerns while reducing
computing complexity. Additionally, the EMOE-UA approach encrypts the IoMT data using optimal
multikey homomorphic encryption (OMKHE). Additionally, the improved social spider optimization
algorithm (ISSOA) was used to optimise the MKHE technique's multikey generation. The EMOE-UA
technique's performance is validated using benchmark data, and the results are analysed using a variety of
metrics.
2 Literature Review
Guo et al. [11] introduced an effectual, outsourced online or ofﬂine revocable ciphertext policy ABE
technique with utilize of cloud servers and blockchain from the IoMT ecosystem. It can be offered attains
the features of ﬁne-grained access controls, user revocation, fast encryption, ciphertext veriﬁcation, and
outsourced decryption. It can be notable that dependent upon chameleon hash function, it generates the
private key of data users with collision resistances, semantically secures, and key-exposures free for
achieving revocation. The authors in [12] examined an effective, strong authentication protocol, to the
MP for accessing patient information to healthcare applications dependent upon Cloud-IoT network. The
presented protocol contains: (i) 3-factor MP authentication (for instance, smartcard, password, and
biometrics); (ii) mutual authentication amongst MP as well as cloud server; (iii) creates a secure shared
session key; and (iv) maintain key freshness.
The authors in [13] presented a new remote users authentication technique for cloud-IoT applications.
This technique was lightweight and robust for attacking and also is minimal computational overhead. The
presented method fulﬁlls the chosen vital elements of security. Sadhukhan et al. [14] presented the ECC
based 3-factor remote user authentication method which runs from the smart devices and preserves
privacy and data secrecy of interconnecting users. For supporting our claim, several cryptographic attacks
were analyzed and revealed that the presented technique could not be vulnerable to individual's attack.
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Sudhakaran [15] presented the Energy Efﬁcient Distributed Lightweight Authentication and Encryption
(EEDLAE) approach to IoT securities. During the presented approach, the receiver creates the token for all
senders. The token ﬁnishing time was deﬁned as dependent upon the trust value of all senders, and sleep
period of receiver radio was deﬁned as dependent upon their RE. In order to encryption, Counter with
Cipher Block Chaining-Message Authentication Code (CCM) was executed. Jin et al. [16] presented
RLWE based homomorphic encryption communication protocols to user authentications and message
controlling from CC based IoT convergence environments. It can be demonstrated result analysis on
communication protocol from the current IoT environments and the presented communication protocols
to make sure security as well as safety. The authors in [17] presented the lightweight smartcard based
secure authentication (LS-BSA) method utilizing the mathematical model of bilinear-pairing or mapping,
ECC, and fuzzy veriﬁer. An extensive security analysis illustrates that the presented LS-BSA not only
securities the AKA property for preventing important vulnerability.
3 The Proposed Model
In this study, a new EMOE-UA technique has been developed to accomplish mutual authentication for
addressing the security issues and reducing the computational complexity in the IoMT environment. The
proposed EMOE-UA technique encompasses two major processes OMKHE based encryption and ISSOA
based optimal key generation process. The ISSOA technique is derived by the use of LF concept. Fig. 1
depicts the block diagram of EMOE-UA technique.

Figure 1: Block diagram of EMOE-UA technique
3.1 Process Involved in MKHE Technique
At the initial stage, the MKHE technique is used to encrypt the medical data. The semantically secured
homomorphic public key encryption method is focal cryptographic device to some secured multi-party
assessment problems. The property of homomorphic is extremely helpful to create a secure technique
with superior security data retrieval approach. This encryption structure was utilized to implement task by
encoding data with no knowledge of private keys (without decryption), namely, user is an initial holder of
conﬁdential key [18]. The homomorphic computation technique assumed the polynomial cipher image to
be exact, encrypted from N keys, besides the comparing computation key, and deliver cipher image.
Several encryptions was the particular approach to change on special message for confused shape by
executing encryption many times, if implementing the distinctive or similar processes. It could be
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demonstrated as cascade ciphering, several encryptions, and cascade encryption. During the process of
examination, decrypt and encrypt are applied to utilize several keys [19].
The projected MHE assumed three stages such as encryption or decryption approach, several key
generations, and an optimum key determination. The key was utilized to encrypt or decrypt all
information is being decrypted/encrypting. This technique is under the procedure of decoded and encoded
keys and the correlated image with symmetric key; trust value security and conﬁdentiality are offered.
The comparative public key (puk) and private key (prk) in several keys are employed. The key equal was
utilized by asymmetric key; now, several keys K ¼ fK1 ; K2 ; . . . Kn g are developed for MHE. In many
samples, key is arbitrarily generated by Arbitrary Number Generator for selecting optimum keys in
several keys, optimized technique is obtained as to account. The stimulation behind hand optimized is
that it improves the privacy of key selective in the image decrypt and encrypt method.
Afterward, the optimal ciphered frame was selected as last encryption frame. In order to enhance the
public as well as private keys from several key sets, ISSOA technique was utilized. Next, the
transformative technique was utilized to increase the encryption procedure, however, it could be
predicted. Eventually, the optimal ciphered content was selected as ﬁnal encryption contents [20]. The
homomorphic encryption presents encryption in that cipher and plain images were procedures with equal
algebraic functions. Homomorphic encryption allows the server for implementing the performance on
encrypted data without the knowledge of primary plain image. Utilizing conﬁdential keys a customer
encrypts a novel image and create prk and puk−optimal and, besides the public key (puk), this cipher image
is transferred to servers puk ¼ ðk; iÞ and K ¼ ðp; qÞEncðI; prk Þ to pick arbitrary parameters
:  :r 2 Zk , Compute the cipher data c ¼ I:rk modk 2 : In recent times, an encryption technique was
effective from the conﬁdential image of novel images. During the encryption method, it can be suggested
that for possess the lock inside for encoding every image pixels. During the decryption technique, an
image which contains encrypting pixel is undertaken as (p, q) and Secret vector. The decryption
procedure has 2 masks, particularly the conﬁdential and Mask from a ﬁxed progression. For decrypting
the message bit (pixel regard) m in the cipher image and another conﬁdential variable.
3.2 Optimal Key Generation Using ISSOA
For optimally tuning the key generation process of the MKHE technique, the ISSOA is applied to it. The
presented approach is a metaheuristic method that simulates the social spider behavior to live together,
searching for food and transferring the required data among them [21]. Generally, the population of social
spiders is separated into females and males, in which the female represents 60%–90% of the overall
spider number, and this group creates a web (searching domain) and searches for prey in this web.
The solution of the SSO is characterized by the location of spider in the web that translates the data about
the position of each spider and the prey to each spider. This data is characterized as vibration that is generated
at the movement of the spider from one location to another location in the web and is determined by [22]:
Vibij ¼ wj edij ; dij ¼ kxi  xj k;
2

Bestx ¼ max Fðxk Þ;
k¼1;...;N

wj ¼

Fj  worstx
bestx  worstx

worstx ¼ min FðxkÞ
k¼1;...;N

(1)
(2)

Whereas Fj ; wj and Vibij represents the ﬁtness function value of spider j, the weight spider j and the
vibration among the pairs i and, correspondingly. The spider location is upgraded according to its type (that is
female and male). In the male group, the location of spider is upgraded depending on whether the male is a
non-dominated or dominated spider. The dominated male updates the position for reaching the female,
whereas the other kind of male is attracted towards the center location of the group to be a dominant
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spider. This behavior can be shown here:
8 k
k
>
< xmi þ a  Vibfi  ðxf  xmi Þ þ d  ðn !:5Þ; !
Nm
Nm
P
P
xkþ1
mi ¼
k
>
xkmi :wNf þ j= wNf þ j  xkmi ;
: xmi þ a
j¼1

wmi  indmed
otherwise

(3)

j¼1

Whereas xf ; indmed ; k and Nm represent the nearby female to the i th male, the median of weight of
each male spider, the amount of the existing iteration, and the amount of males, correspondingly. The nondominated spider have weight lesser than indmed [23], or else, dominant male. Vi bfi ¼ wf e dif2
Characterizes the transferred vibrations among the existing female and nearby one.
There is alternative way, where the female spider is utilized for updating the position as follows:
(
xkfi þ b2  Vibci  ðxc  xkfi Þ þ b1  Vibbi  ðxb  xkf i Þ þ b3  ðb4  :5Þ; b5  pm
xfki þ1 ¼
(4)
xkfi  b2  Vibci  ðxc  xkfi Þ  b1  Vibbi  ðxb  xkf i Þ þ b3  ðb4  :5Þotherwise
Whereas xc ; xb and bi 2 ½0; 1ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5Þ represents the nearby spider to ith female that
has the highest weight, the optimal spider and arbitrary number, correspondingly. The spider is moved to or
away from the source of vibration according to the values of pm ∈ [0, 1]. The Vi bbi and Vi bci signify the
vibration transferred by xb, and xc:
Vibbi ¼ wbedib ; wb ¼ max wk

(5)

Vibci ¼ wc edi_c ; wc . wi

(6)

2

k¼1;...;N

2

The dominant females and males in the social spider population might be mating when they are laying in
the neighbourhood that can be determined on the basis of radius rm (named mating radius):
Pn
high
 xlow
j Þ
j¼1 ðxj
rm ¼
(7)
2n
But, if current female is with several males and in this neighbor, the roulette wheel model is utilized for
choosing the parent to create new offspring; next, this offspring replaces the parent that has the worst ﬁtness
function. Fig. 2 illustrates the ﬂowchart of SSOA.
In order to enhance the performance of the SSOA, the ISSOA is derived by integrating the concepts of
Levy ﬂight (LF). It is a type of natural and artiﬁcial phenomenon, as deﬁned by Levy statistics. It is a
common kind of stochastic non Gaussian walk where the step length value can be distributed based on
Levy stable distribution [24,25]. It can be represented using Eq. (8):
LevyðbÞ  u ¼ t 1b ;

0,b

2

(8)

Here, β signiﬁes substantial Levy index to adjust stability. The Levy random number can be determined
as follows.
LevyðbÞ 

’l

(9)
jvj1=b
where μ and v implies uniform distribution, Γ denotes Gamma function, β = 1.5, and φ can be represented as
follows:
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b
ð1 þ bÞ  sin p 
6
2

’¼6
4  1 þ b 
b1
b2 2

2
2

3b1
7
7
5

(10)

Figure 2: Flowchart of SSOA
To attain an effective tradeoff among the exploitation and exploration capabilities of SSOA, LF method
can be employed to update the position of the searching agent, as provided below.
Xilevy ¼ Xi þ r

levyðbÞ

(11)

where Xilevy means newly attained position of ith searching agent Xi after updating, r represents arbitrary
vector in [0, 1], and speciﬁes dot product.
The ISSOA based several key optimized techniques assume Fitness Function (FF) of Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) with regenerated image quality. This technique was suitable for amplifying several
non-linear and linear issues. The dimension of debased image matrix and dimensional of correct image
matrix was indistinguishable. The projected key optimized technique assumed as PSNR is deﬁned under
the subsequent:
Fi ¼ MaxðPSNRÞ

(12)
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4 Performance Validation
In this section, a comprehensive experimental study of the EMOE-UA technique takes place under ten
EEG signals. Tab. 1 provides an overall result analysis of the EMOE-UA technique in terms of different
measures on ten Electroencephalography (EEG) signals. Fig. 3 demonstrates the Mean Square Error
(MSE) investigation of the EMOE-UA technique under ten distinct EEG signals [24–28]. The results
indicated that the EMOE-UA technique has resulted in least values of MSE under all EEG signals. For
instance, with signal 1, the EMOE-UA technique has reached to MSE of 1707. Similarly, with signal 2,
the EMOE-UA technique has attained MSE of 1891. Likewise, with signal 3, the EMOE-UA technique
has obtained MSE of 1776. Moreover, with signal 4, the EMOE-UA technique has accomplished MSE of
1806. Furthermore, with signal 5, the EMOE-UA technique has attained MSE of 1884.
Table 1: Overall encryption results of EMOE-UA technique
EEG signals

MSE

PSNR (dB)

SSIM

PDR (100% noise)

Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal

1707
1891
1776
1806
1884
1752
1942
1826
1783
1809

15.708
15.230
15.639
15.480
15.405
15.535
15.378
15.622
15.511
15.593

0.115
0.116
0.112
0.127
0.119
0.125
0.118
0.120
0.128
0.126

1758.000
1775.000
1799.800
1804.700
1726.900
1771.600
1740.800
1762.500
1740.400
1823.800

1818

15.510

0.121

1770.350

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average

Figure 3: MSE analysis of EMOE-UA model on ten EEG signals
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Fig. 4 validates the PSNR investigation of the EMOE-UA technique under ten different EEG signals.
The ﬁgure speciﬁed that the EMOE-UA technique has led to maximum values of PSNR under all EEG
signals. For instance, with signal 1, the EMOE-UA technique has gotten PSNR of 15.708 dB.
Concurrently, with signal 2, the EMOE-UA technique has reached PSNR of 15.230 dB. Simultaneously,
with signal 3, the EMOE-UA technique has gained PSNR of 15.639 dB. Also, with signal 4, the EMOEUA technique has accomplished PSNR of 15.480 dB. At the same time, with signal 5, the EMOE-UA
technique has attained PSNR of 15.405 dB.

Figure 4: PSNR analysis of EMOE-UA model on ten EEG signals
Fig. 5 reveals the SSIM study of the EMOE-UA technique under ten dissimilar EEG signals. The results
directed that the EMOE-UA technique has accomplished lower values of SSIM under all EEG signals. For
instance, with signal 1, the EMOE-UA technique has reported SSIM of 0.115. Meanwhile, with signal 2, the
EMOE-UA technique has achieved SSIM of 0.116. Eventually, with signal 3, the EMOE-UA technique has
obtained SSIM of 0.112. Moreover, with signal 4, the EMOE-UA technique has accomplished SSIM of
0.127. Lastly, with signal 5, the EMOE-UA technique has reached to SSIM of 0.119.

Figure 5: SSIM analysis of EMOE-UA model on ten EEG signals
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Fig. 6 exhibits the PDR examination of the EMOE-UA technique under ten diverse EEG signals. The
ﬁgure pointed out that the EMOE-UA technique has accomplished effective outcomes with minimal values
of PDR under all EEG signals. For instance, with signal 1, the EMOE-UA technique has reached to PDR of
1758. Similarly, with signal 2, the EMOE-UA technique has attained PDR of 1775. Likewise, with signal 3,
the EMOE-UA technique has obtained PDR of 1799. Moreover, with signal 4, the EMOE-UA technique has
accomplished PDR of 1804. Furthermore, with signal 5, the EMOE-UA technique has attained PDR of 1726.

Figure 6: PDR analysis of EMOE-UA model on ten EEG signals
Tab. 2 and Fig. 7 demonstrate the ET and DT examination of the EMOE-UA technique under ten distinct
EEG signals. The results indicated that the EMOE-UA technique has demonstrated superior results with the
lower ET and DT. For instance, with EEG signal 1, the EMOE-UA technique has attained ET and DT of
0.114 and 0.103 s respectively.
Table 2: ET and DT analysis of EMOE-UA model
EEG signals

Encryption time (s)

Decryption time (s)

Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal

0.114
0.127
0.117
0.114
0.105
0.100
0.096
0.094
0.114
0.100

0.103
0.122
0.127
0.105
0.134
0.106
0.122
0.128
0.122
0.136

0.108

0.121

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average
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Figure 7: Encryption and decryption time analysis of EMOE-UA technique
In addition, with EEG signal 2, the EMOE-UA technique has reached ET and DT of 0.127 and 0.122 s
respectively. Moreover, with EEG signal 3, the EMOE-UA technique has achieved ET and DT of 0.117 and
0.127 s respectively. Besides, with EEG signal 4, the EMOE-UA technique has accomplished ET and DT of
0.114 and 0.105 s respectively. Along with that, with EEG signal 5, the EMOE-UA technique has got ET and
DT of 0.105 and 0.134 s respectively. In addition, with EEG signal 6, the EMOE-UA technique has achieved
ET and DT of 0.100 and 0.106 s respectively.
In order to exhibit the enhanced outcomes of the EMOE-UA technique, a comparison study is made
interms of MSE, PSNR, SSIM, and PDR in Tab. 3 and Fig. 8. The results indicated that the EMOE-UA
technique has accomplished superior outcomes with the lower values of PDR, MSE, and PSNR along
with higher value of SSIM.
Table 3: Comparison study of EMOE-UA and existing techniques
Methods

MSE

PSNR (dB)

SSIM

PDR (100% noise)

DCLE
HLE–SO
EMOE-UA

11011
10043
1818

7.713
8.112
15.510

0.045
0.073
0.121

3269.390
2130.900
1770.350

The results represented that the DCLE technique has led to ineffectual results with MSE of 11011, PSNR
of 7.713 dB, SSIM of 0.045, and PDR of 3269.390. In addition, the HLE-SO technique has gained somewhat
improved outcomes with MSE of 10043, PSNR of 8.112 dB, SSIM of 0.073, and PDR of 2130.900.
However, the EMOE-UA technique has outperformed the other methods with the MSE of 1818, PSNR of
15.510 dB, SSIM of 0.121, and PDR of 1770.350.
Finally, a brief encryption time (ET) and decryption time (DT) assessment of the EMOE-UA technique
with recent methods take place in Tab. 4 and Fig. 9 [26,27]. The results depicted that the DCLE technique has
resulted in poor results with the larger ET and DT of 0.164 and 0.171 s respectively. In addition, the HLE-SO
technique has achieved slightly enhanced performance with the ET and DT values of 0.137 and 0.140 s
respectively.
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Figure 8: Comparative encryption results of EMOE-UA technique
Table 4: Comparative results of EMOE-UA technique interms of ET and DT
Methods

Encryption time (s)

Decryption time (s)

DCLE
HLE–SO
EMOE-UA

0.164
0.137
0.108

0.171
0.140
0.121

However, the EMOE-UA technique has resulted in effectual outcomes with the ET and DT of 0.108 and
0.121 s respectively. From the above mentioned results, it is conﬁrmed that the EMOE-UA technique has
resulted in maximum performance over the other methods [29–31].
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Figure 9: ET and DT analysis of EMOE-UA technique with recent methods
5 Conclusion
In this study, a new EMOE-UA technique has been developed to accomplish mutual authentication for
addressing the security issues and reducing the computational complexity in the IoMT environment. The
proposed EMOE-UA technique encompasses two major processes OMKHE based encryption and ISSOA
based optimal key generation process. The ISSOA technique is derived by the use of LF concept. The
performance validation of the EMOE-UA technique is performed on benchmark data and the results are
inspected interms of different measures. The simulation results reported the considerably better
performance of the EMOE-UA technique over the existing techniques. Thus, the EMOE-UA technique
can be utilized as an effective tool for enhancing security in the IoMT environment. In future, the
encryption performance can be improved by the design of hybrid metaheuristics algorithm.
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